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PATCHWORK AND
ARCHIPELAGO
Uddevalla is an incremental city built
on different occasions, stories and
cultures. In the last decades the city
has gone through different economic
and social phases which give the
city the opportunity to renew and rethink its own urban structure, leaving
traces and signs as on a palimpsest.
(A.Corboz 1985).

PATCHWORK CITY

The city centre is a patchwork of
different morphologies characterized
by various patterns, densities and
identities. Moving from the city centre,
the urban grain changes from different
patches to islands spread within the
forest.
From
a
Patchwork
City
(J.Neutelings,1989)
Uddevalla
becomes an Archipelago city,
reminding the vision of O.M. Ungers
for The city in the city. Berlin Green
Archipelago.

MORPHOLOGIES

ARCHIPELAGO CITY

AGRO PARK
Productive land - agricolture
and animal husbandry

INFRASCAPES

Each fragment of Uddevalla has its own features
(compact city and grid - modern city and enclaves
- contemporary city and sprawl) and it appears to
be untied with all the other components of the urban
mosaic.

The framework between the patches is characterized
by the presence of landscape and infrastructure.
These issues emphasize the need to rethink the
structure of the city itself in a different way, based on
new design opportunities.

LEISURE AND HOSPITALITY
Accomodations
inside
the
woodland

REDEFINE
THE
RELATIONSHIP
BETWEEN CITY AND NATURE

NEW SPORT HUB
Riding centre linked with the
existing sport centre

BULID SCHOOL
ECO-RESORTS
MULTIPURPOSE INFRASTRUCTURE
Röd-allé as new horitzontal public space

BREAKING BOUNDARIES
Permeability inside the districts.
New urban connections

NEW FARMS
Agro - coopertives

WATER TOWER
as Landmark and cultural hub

VIBRANT COURTYARDS
as a common space
GREENHOUSE
social activator

ENHANCE POROSITY

LOCAL MARKET
LINKED WITH BULID

NEW HYBRID BUILDINGS
Multi-purpose building charaterize by
a blend of public and private space

RENOVATION OF
DALABERG CENTRUM

STRATEGIC PLAN

10m

NEW PRODUCTIVE DYNAMICS

DESIGN PROCESS

The project aims to lay out a scenario both for the
project area and for the entire city; it does not aim
at a static and defined solution but it provides a
flexible, adaptable and multi-scalar transformation.
The new scenario identifies strategies to create
sustainable dynamics, leading to a long term social
and economic welfare.

Institutional phase
AGENCY

SOCIAL
COMMUNITY
- Urban policy
SOCIAL
- Smart tecnologies
- Smart
governance
COMMUNITY
- Cooperative systems
- Urban policy
- Local micro economy
- Smart tecnologies
- Smart governance
- Cooperative systems
- Local micro economy

ATTRACTING
TOURIST AND COMMUTERS

SOCIETY AND
LOCAL
SOCIAL INTEGRATION
ECONOMY
&
SOCIETY AND
ENHANCING SENSE
- Integration
OF BELONGING
LOCAL
SOCIAL INTEGRATION - Embrace creativity
New
Job
opportunities
ECONOMY
&
ENHANCING SENSE- Shared common practices
Integration
OF BELONGING - New services- for
inhabitants

- Embrace creativity
- Local and global interconnection
- New Job opportunities
- Shared common practices
- New services for inhabitants
- Local and global interconnection

RÖD ALLÉ
RÖD ALLÉ

participates and brings its
professional figures into the
STAKEHOLDERS
process
private investors that will be
STAKEHOLDERS
involved
in the Uddevalla
development process
private investors that will be
involved in the Uddevalla
development process

Interaction of
CITIZENS
knowledge
Interaction of
knowledge

COOPERATIVES

Add stops to TPL

Improving of public spaces

New buildings’ construction

LOCAL
ASSOCIATIONS

ASS

bottomLOCAL
up mapping with
ASSOCIATIONS
citizens

Activate ground floors + volumetric compensation
Creating primary paths

BREAKING BOUNDARIES - NEIGHBORHOOD

TOURIST AND COMMUTERS

Create cycle
New paths
buildings’ construction

Improving of public spaces

participates and brings its
MUNICIPALITY
professional
figures into the
process

CITIZENS

Colors the
Addpaths
stops to TPL

selection of these subjects that will guide the citizens
and the new population in the neighborhood

Creating primary paths

Greenhouses

Water tower
as a landmark
Appropriation and management
of greenhouses
+ public space
Greenhouses

New facades

Appropriation and management of greenhouses + ASS
public space

To fill new buildings
New facades Creating transversal paths

ASS

To fill new buildings
Creating transversal paths

Construction of a riding school + sports hub

bottom up mapping with
citizens

COOPERATIVES
selection
of these subjects that will guide the citizens
and the new population in the neighborhood

Activate ground floors + volumetric compensation
Water tower as a landmark

ASS

Soft mobility path - 1st Ring
Construction of a riding school + sports hub

Construction of a new school

Soft mobilityConstruction
path - 1st Ring
of new farmhouses

BULID

ATTRACTING
NEW RESIDENTS

UDDEVALLA
VISION

2050

Create cycle paths

is a local figure that is set up before the
AGENCYstart of the project
in order to follow the whole Uddevalla
development process
is a local figure that is set up before the
start of the project
in order to follow the whole Uddevalla
development process
MUNICIPALITY

BREAKING BOUNDARIES - NEIGHBORHOOD

ATTRACTING
NEW RESIDENTS

- Co-working
NEW
- Local market
- Eco-resort
ACTIVITIES
- Accomodations
- Co-working
- Newfacturing 4.0
- Local market
- Riding center/sport hub
- Eco-resort
- Art museum offices
- Accomodations
- Farmhouses
- Newfacturing 4.0
- Riding center/sport hub
- Art museum offices
ATTRACTING
- Farmhouses

2050

Colors2023
the paths

BULID

- Km0 food
NEW WAY OF LIVING
SUSTAINABILITY AND
NATURAL
- Agriculture
AND SOCIAL PRACTICES
ENERGY PRODUCTION
Biodiversity
ENVIRONMENT
- Productive forest
- Km0 food
species and
NEW WAY OF LIVING- Swedish tree
SUSTAINABILITY AND
- Agriculture
vegetables
AND SOCIAL PRACTICES
ENERGY PRODUCTION
- Biodiversity
- Productive forest
NEW
PUBLIC SPACES
- Swedish tree species and
vegetables
ACTIVITIES
AND CONNECTION

UDDEVALLA
VISION

2023

Institutional phase

NATURAL
ENVIRONMENT

- Social incubator
SPACES
- PUBLIC
‘Slow’ mobility
- Röd
allé
AND
CONNECTION
- Typological mix
- Social incubator
- Co-living
- ‘Slow’ mobility
- Improve porosity
- Röd allé
connections
- Typological mix
- Co-living
- Improve porosity
connections

50m

Construction of a new school

Creating secondary paths

Construction of new farmhouses

Realization of widespread hostel
Creating secondary paths
Realization of widespread hostel

100m

500m

